K 450

High-performance foldable Mini-headphones

Highlights

®

➔ closed-back design
➔ new unique 3D-axis folding
mechanism for even easier
transport
➔ iPhone-compatible
➔ single-sided detachable
cable; two cabLe lengths
included
➔ new supersoft ear pads
for comfortable fit
➔ 2.5mm/6.3mm jack adapter
➔ premium carrying case
included
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TM

Headphones

Bluetooth technology optional. Great sound included.
Ideal for use with virtually any portable music player, the new K 450
can also wirelessly connect to your Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone
by means of an optional adapter and headset. So you can enjoy your
favorite music as you may never have heard it before, as well as make
and receive hands-free calls (with our optional communication kit), all
through the same system. And for your convenience, we added two
lengths of the single-sided cable. Of course the foldable K 450 always
make a perfect travel companion, wherever you may be.

Optional accessories
➔ wired communication kit
for mobile phones
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System:
Design:
Color:
Frequency range:
Sensitivity:
Input impedance:
Max. input power:
Net weight (without cable):
Cable:

➔ Main connection:

AKG Acoustics GmbH
www.akg.com
Lemböckgasse 21–25, 1230 Vienna, Austria		

Dynamic
Closed-back headphones
Navy
11Hz to 29.5kHz
126dB SPL/V
32 ohms
30mW
120g
99.99% oxygen-free cable
0.5m/1.1m
Hard gold-plated jack plug and
contacts
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